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Executive summary
If one word could sum up UK manufacturing it would be ‘resilient’. Following 
decades of decline, manufacturing is on the march. The sector currently comprises 
about one tenth of the UK economy and enjoyed the strongest pick-up1 in new work 
in the first quarter of 2017 since the start of 2014. Firms also took on new workers 
at a faster pace and ramped up production. Moreover, the UK is now the ninth 
largest2 manufacturing nation in the world.

That resilience will be put to the test in the coming years. Manufacturers face a 
daunting set of near-term and medium-term challenges that are set to destabilise 
their ability to compete on the global market. Action is needed now—by both mid-
size and large enterprises—to address these challenges and to turn them into a 
strategy for success. 

Digital transformation, for example, is moving the pace of change into a different 
dimension, shrinking innovation lifecycles, attracting disruptive new business 
models, and demanding greater manufacturing agility. Brexit is driving increased 
competition; the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) introduces a modern 
manufacturing era characterised by robotics and artificial intelligence (AI); and the 
emergence of big data offers unprecedented opportunity for new business insight.

Against this backdrop, attracting and retaining talent will be a key concern for 
manufacturers as people and skills become critical differentiators in a knowledge-
driven economy. In essence, organisations that win the talent war will compete and 
likely win market share. HR will need to develop modern strategies for recruiting 
talented people, developing them in line with business objectives and personal 
career goals, and inspiring them to greater heights of success. 

This Oracle white paper examines the challenges manufacturers face in the 
context of HR. It highlights why HR transformation has proved so problematic in 
the past and why some HR organisations have been slow relative to other sectors 
in adopting modern technology. It also reveals how a digital-first, cloud-based HR 
strategy enables manufacturers to leverage mobile, social, and big data to become 
more insight-driven, strategic, efficient, talent-centric, and responsive. 

By investing in a digital-first HR strategy, medium and large manufacturing 
enterprises can be certain employees have the tools and information at hand to 
attain operational excellence and ensure global agility—driving bottom-line success.

1: https://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/PressRelease.mvc/39b36ce5e5164f1b850ca35f6ee84bebe 

2: https://www.themanufacturer.com/uk-manufacturing-statistics/
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 The challenges facing HR in manufacturing

The manufacturing sector faces a series of upcoming and urgent challenges which will 
influence their future strategic talent management. By addressing these challenges, 

organisations can transform HR into an engine for growth.

 1   Innovation and digital transformation   

Digital transformation is now breaching the walls of manufacturing in the same way 
it is disrupting other industries, such as media, finance, and consumer products. 
Indeed, the explosion in data and emerging technologies is creating unprecedented 
innovation across every link in the manufacturing value chain—from R&D, supply 
chain, and factory operations to marketing, sales, and service. 

To survive and thrive in this environment, manufacturing organisations of all sizes and 
types need to become more agile. Product development times are shrinking—witness 
how Tesla is steadily overtaking the 100 year old legacy automotive manufacturers in 
Detroit. In this climate, speed matters. Manufacturing needs to be adaptive to change, 
‘see over the horizon’, and capitalise on opportunities ahead of competitors. 

People play a vital role in this agility. Manufacturing organisations need to attract, on 
board, and retain the appropriate talent to drive change. The message is that to drive 
digital transformation in a manufacturing organisation, you need digital skills and the 
ability to innovate, collaborate, and execute effectively and at speed.

 2  Brexit and competition

Although uncertainty remains about the ultimate outcomes, it’s clear that Brexit has 
significant repercussions—positive and negative—for the manufacturing sector. 

According to Henry Anson, editor of the Manufacturer Magazine3, “The manufacturing 
sector is highly resilient and will now focus on how to make the most of the 
opportunities that Brexit creates.” HR has a crucial role to play in implementing Brexit 
strategy, where people issues will rank highly among the practical implications.

Competition is likely to increase. For example, Sterling’s fall in value relative to major 
currencies has increased export competitiveness, but has also increased imported 
component prices, bringing additional cost. Moreover, the potential imposition of 
tariffs will be a challenge in terms of destination markets for industrial goods and 
for imports—but also for the complex supply chains through which components 
are sourced inside or outside the EU. Manufacturing companies which rely on the 
availability of a skilled workforce are also likely to suffer if immigration controls restrict 
their ability to secure necessary skills.  

3: https://www.themanufacturer.com/uk-manufacturing-statistics/
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  3  Industry 4.0 and the impact on HR

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (otherwise referred to as “Industry 4.0”) represents 
the modern era of manufacturing, one in which computers and automation come 
together in AI. Robotics are connected remotely to computer systems equipped 
with machine learning algorithms that can control the machines with minimal human 
intervention.

What does Industry 4.0 mean for HR in manufacturing? According to the Future of 
Jobs4 summary on the World Economic Forum, “By 2020, more than one-third of 
workers will need skills they don’t now have. While necessary talents can vary, 36% 
of business jobs will require ‘complex problem solving’ as a core skill.” Therefore, 
the obvious outcome of Industry 4.0 is the loss of many human jobs when the new 
automations are introduced. 

Second, demand for employees with strong tech, SEO (search engine optimisation), 
and digital content skills will grow. HR managers need to be aware of specific roles 
that businesses across the country are struggling to fill so they can train current 
employees now. Employees will also require training to operate new applications.

Will the Industry 4.0 revolution be as swift as this buzz suggests? Most likely not. 
According to the Oracle Report HR in 20175, “Adoption will be patchy at first, certainly 
until machine learning software is proven robust enough for widespread business 
applications…Many jobs will indeed be taken over by AI in the longer term, but there 
will also be a new range of roles created as companies search for people to manage 
these new technologies.” Even if the speed of adoption is not as fast as some suggest, 
changes are definitely on the horizon and the time to start preparing for them is now. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_FOJ_Executive_Summary_Jobs.pdf

5: https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/s/delivery_production/docs/FY16h1/doc35/LPD100592803-Pri-ass.pdf
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4  Meeting millennials’ expectations

A joint study6 by the Manufacturing Institute and Deloitte Consulting projects a surge 
of nearly 3.5 million manufacturing jobs over the next decade. Some of the empty 
slots will come by way of retiring baby boomers, while others are related to new 
positions created as a result of natural business growth. The report also predicts that 
up to two million of those 3.5 million jobs will go unfulfilled. In other words, the 
manufacturing sector needs to appeal to Millennials—the generation typically defined 
as those born between 1981 and 1997—to avoid a skills shortage.

There’s another problem with Millennials: a career in manufacturing is not necessarily 
perceived as glamorous. “Manufacturing has struggled to compete for the best 
talent, because the perception is that other market sectors offer more rewarding 
opportunities; a perception that is perpetuated by parents and in schools,” according 
to Henry Anson. “In reality, manufacturing can be an extremely well paid career choice 
and offer significant opportunities for talent development. Just look at what’s being 
achieved in companies like McLaren, Dyson, or Rolls-Royce.” 

Millennials also want to work with employers who share their own values. The 2016 
Deloitte Millennial Survey7 reveals that Millennials are more likely to report high levels 
of satisfaction where there is a creative, inclusive working culture rather than a more 
authoritarian, rules-based approach. They are also drawn to organisations with a strong 
sense of purpose beyond financial success, commitment to inclusiveness, and open 
communications.

Innovative manufacturers are updating systems to align the user experience in line 
with Millennials expectations of seamless connectively and mobility. Traditional 
manufacturing platforms, such as manufacturing execution systems and supply chain 
applications, are being redesigned with new mobile interfaces, cloud capabilities, and 
modern-day dashboards to appeal to the younger audience.

A strong, committed workforce will be central to meeting the needs of this Millennial 
generation, and manufacturers must adapt to the demands of a generation hungry for 
greater opportunity. If team working is key to engaging Millennials, then we need to 
provide them with the right tools to harness their enthusiasm and desire to collaborate.

 

 5 The growth of servitisation

Servitisation is a viable means of boosting manufacturers’ growth and is likely to have 
significant repercussions for HR leaders. In essence servitisation involves firms — 
typically manufacturers  — dramatically changing their business models and providing 
a range of complementary services and solutions that supplement their traditional 
product offerings.

The classic example of a real world servitisation model is Rolls-Royce selling ‘power-
by-the-hour’. Instead of buying aero engines, Rolls-Royce customers purchase the 
power the aero engine delivers. Rolls-Royce provides all of the support (including 
maintenance) to ensure that aero engines deliver that requisite power. 

What does servitisation mean for HR? According to an article8 by Andy Campbell, 
HCM Strategy Director at Oracle, “[Servitisation] will require significant changes in 
our workforce, which in turn will entail new organisational structures, new cultures, 
new skills, and new ways of working. Workforce planning will become increasingly 
important, recruiting and retaining the right skills will be critical and fostering a culture 
of innovation, flexibility, and speed will become a strategic imperative.”

 

6: http://www.themanufacturinginstitute.org/~/media/827DBC76533942679A15EF7067A704CD.ashx 

7: https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-exec-summary.pdf 

8: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/hr-future-manufacturing-andy-campbell 
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 6 Thirst for analytics

If people are the most important asset in a manufacturing organisation, then data 
comes a close second. Organisations now have the opportunity to collect data from 
multiple sources—customers, products, manufacturing systems, distributors—and 
turn this into business intelligence for decision making.

Timely, accurate data insight can be used by HR professionals to effectively support 
workforce acquisition, management, and optimisation. Moreover, that data can be 
used in new ways. According to Deloitte9, “HR leaders are dealing with more complex, 
challenging questions than their predecessors. These new questions address core 
business issues: Where should we build a plant? Which M&A target will add the skills 
we need? Where should we locate a new R&D centre? Answering them requires new 
data and new thinking. Today’s HR leader has to think like an economist—someone 
who studies and directs the allocation of finite resources.”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9: http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-UnitedStates/Local%20Assets/Documents/Consulting/us_cons_humancapitaltrends2013_040213.pdf 
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• Lack of visibility: A fragmented suite of disconnected 
HR systems and processes makes it difficult to create a 
single, unified  
view of employees.  

• Ineffective change management: Legacy HR systems are 
often tied to the core ERP system which do not adapt 
easily to change—making it harder for the organisation 
to be agile and innovate quickly. Moreover, change in 
one area of HR impacts processes downstream and any 
change is expensive. 

• System built around processes not people: Legacy 
on-premise systems or a patchwork of different HR 
applications can be difficult to use—both for HR 
professionals and the staff expected to interact with 
them. This can diminish staff satisfaction and lead to 
increased staff turnover.  

• Lack of compliance: Fragmented HR systems make it 
more difficult to create a single view of the business, 
which in turn makes it harder to comply with legislative 
changes, staff regulations, and audit processes 
 
 
 
 
 

• No multichannel view: Employees cannot engage with 

Why manufacturing HR 
has struggled to change
Barriers stand in the way of this HR transformation though. 
For most manufacturers, the HR function has not evolved at 
the pace of the rest of the organisation. Investments have 
focussed on core operational enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems at the expense of the HR function. Too often, 
organisations continue to rely on legacy HR systems to 
provide simple record keeping services and manage basic 
activities like payroll and time management. 

This fragmented approach weakens core HR functions: 
Inconsistent and inaccurate data plague payroll and benefits 
reporting, as well as strategic efforts, like workforce 
planning and career development. Data quality is weak and 
the employee experience is poor. As a result, the workforce 
remains unengaged. 

Many manufacturing organisations also rely on on-
premise HR systems that are tied to their ERP platform. 
Manufacturers that have invested in SAP as a core ERP 
platform, for example, are increasingly finding that its 
associated HR application was designed for a time when 
HR was a predominantly administrative function. As a result 
the capabilities of these incumbent systems are limited and 
do not provide everything that is needed for strategic talent 
management in the global, social, and mobile era.

Why HR in manufacturing 
needs to transform
Make no mistake, in this global, social, and mobile era, HR 
professionals in manufacturing face significant strategic 
talent management challenges. Change is happening fast 
and manufacturers needs to adapt to that change now. 
Innovation, collaboration, and flexibility are the watchwords 
of success.

A modern HR and talent strategy is a centrepiece of 
achieving that change process, enabling the manufacturing 
business to become more insight-driven, strategic, 
efficient, talent-centric, and responsive. These factors will 
underpin their ability to attract and retain talented workers, 
and how quickly they move to new opportunities.

In this digital era, manufacturing industry also needs to 
adapt to enhance employee engagement. This may include 
providing better compensations, incentives, and other 
benefits to retain talented professionals and attract new 
innovators. It may involve delivering improved training 
for growth and development of the employees and the 
company. Improved employee engagement may also 
include an enhanced performance management system, 
making it easier for the company to identify top performers 
and reward them.
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• Lack of compliance: Fragmented HR systems make it 
more difficult to create a single view of the business, 
which in turn makes it harder to comply with legislative 
changes, staff regulations, and audit processes. 

• Ineffective change management: Legacy HR systems 
are often tied to the core ERP system which do not adapt 
easily to change—making it harder for the organisation 
to be agile and innovate quickly. Moreover, change in 
one area of HR impacts processes downstream and any 
change is expensive. 

• System built around processes not people: Legacy 
on-premise systems or a patchwork of different HR 
applications can be difficult to use—both for HR 
professionals and the staff expected to interact with 
them. This can diminish staff satisfaction and lead to 
increased staff turnover.  
 

• Lack of visibility: A fragmented suite of disconnected 
HR systems and processes makes it difficult to create a 
single, unified view of employees.  

• No multichannel view: Employees cannot engage 
with the HR function through the channel of their choice 
such as mobile devices. They are frequently limited to 
accessing the HR system in person, by phone or via 
email, all of which are expensive and inefficient channels. 

• No global view: With different subsidiaries of the same 
organisation operating different HR systems around the 
globe there is no single, joined up global view of people 
and no common HR policy. 

• Lack of analytics: Without drill-down, real-time, analytical 
insight into its people, manufacturing organisations 
struggle to deliver effective management information with 
which to make improved business decisions.

The benefits of the cloud are self-evident.  

• Reduced cost: The cloud eliminates the capital expense 
of manufacturing companies buying hardware and 
software, and setting up and running on-site data centres. 

• User experience: The cloud offers users an environment 
that is easy to use. Technical issues such as scalability, 
system architecture, and configurations don’t mean much 
when all the modern user wants to do is book a vacation. 

• Always relevant: The cloud is always up-to-date, since 
all updates and software patches are carried out by the 
cloud provider. Most old on-premise SAP HR systems, 
for example, are tied to ERP systems and are out of date 
because upgrading them is too complex, too costly, and 
too disruptive. 

• Global scale: Manufacturers can scale their cloud 
computing services elastically. In other words, deliver the 
right amount of IT resources exactly when it’s needed, 
and from the right geographic location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Agility: Most cloud computing services are provided 
as self-service and on-demand, so even vast amounts 
of computing resources can be provisioned quickly, 
giving manufacturing organisations optimal flexibility 
and enabling them to react to market opportunity more 
quickly.  

• Performance: Cloud computing services run on a network 
of secure, state-of-the-art data centres. This offers several 
benefits over a single corporate data centre, including 
reduced network latency for applications and greater 
economies of scale. 

• Reliability: Cloud computing makes data backup, 
disaster recovery, and business continuity easier and 
less expensive, because data can be mirrored at multiple 
redundant sites on the cloud provider’s network.

Manufacturing meets the cloud
We’re all familiar with the cloud: The delivery of computing services over the Internet, with services typically charged based 
on usage, similar to how consumers are billed for gas or electricity at home. Manufacturers everywhere are moving to the 
cloud in order to make themselves as easy as possible to work with from a supply chain, distribution, and services standpoint. 
Examples abound. Organisations are using cloud-based platforms in high tech manufacturing, for example, to collaborate earlier 
in design cycles, accelerate new product development, and achieve time-to-market objectives. 

They are turning to the cloud to automate customer service, support, and common order status inquiries online, integrating 
these systems to distributed order management, pricing, and content management platforms. And they use the cloud for other 
tasks: From creating work orders and monitoring shop-floor status, to executing shop-floor transactions and managing supply 
chain costs. 

To meet the demands of modern manufacturing businesses, HR urgently needs more than a legacy system that is restrained by 
the ERP platform to which it is tied. It needs tools for acquiring and retaining talent; gaining deep insights into the workforce for 
strategic planning; and providing informed support for rapid, global business growth. 

The current approach is fraught with deficiencies that can prevent manufacturing HR functions from succeeding in the  
digital age:
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A modern approach to talent management.
The Oracle HCM Cloud offers a number of unique advantages over legacy on-premise HR tools such as SAP: 

Single, unified view of the employer lifecycle: The ability to view and manage each person “in the round” throughout 
their lifecycle as an employee, from pre-hiring to leaving, is essential for HR professionals’ to provide
outstanding service; for managers to develop employees in line with personal and corporate objectives; and for 
employees to feel they are appropriately welcomed, nurtured, challenged, developed, and rewarded.

Actionable intelligence: Embedded and actionable intelligence that supports common HR processes and reporting 
worldwide, ensuring HR process and data consistency.

Comprehensive functionality: The Oracle HCM Cloud offers a complete solution comprising core HR (including single 
person record, global payroll, benefits administration, and absence management), plus a full suite of talent management 
functionality including recruiting, learning management, goal management, and performance management.

Local compliance: Localised country and data protection support; country payrolls and compliance reporting for efficient 
local operations. Plus, configurable business processes allow for quick adaptation to legislative and organisational 
changes.

Removing the dependency on your ERP systems: The Oracle HCM Cloud can be deployed in a phased manner that 
integrates with and complements an existing on-premise ERP system. By breaking the dependency between the two 
systems, ERP and HR, you get the best of both worlds; a stable and robust ERP platform combined with a modern HR 
system that is designed to support the needs of a modern workforce.

Why manufacturing needs 
to re-imagine HR in the cloud.
As people becomes the number one competitive differentiator in the 
global knowledge economy, a cloud-based HR platform gives HR leaders in 
manufacturing a unique opportunity to transform from a purely administrative 
function to becoming a partner to the business.

A cloud-based HR system balances people, process, and technology to 
improve workforce efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity. This SaaS based 
approach is available on the users’ device of choice and provides simple, self-
service capabilities that give users secure content to the HR information they 
need. Global processes, interactive organisational charts, collaborative tools, 
predictive analytics, and productive self-service are also available out-of-the-
box to enable a rapid deployment of critical HR functionality. 
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Cloud HR in action in manufacturing

Ford
Ford Motor Company, has selected Oracle’s HCM Cloud Suite to create a more streamlined, 
digital view of HR product and services to help improve the employee and manager experience. 
The Oracle HCM Cloud Suite allows users to support large-scale Global HR, reporting, and 
security requirements and provides Global HR11, Payroll (U.S.12, Workforce Compensation13, 
Goal and Performance Management14, Talent Review and Succession15, and Recruiting and 
Onboarding16. For HR, it is equally important to ensure both an international and security 
conscious portfolio of services that can capitalise on universal reporting and data analytics to 
anticipate and plan for driving business and recruiting needs. 

 
AkzoNobelbel 
AkzoNobel, the world’s largest paints company and a major producer of specialty chemicals, 
uses Oracle HCM Talent Acquisition Cloud to power its global recruiting efforts. AkzoNobel 
replaced its legacy recruiting solution from SAP with Oracle to help source, assess, track, and 
hire the best talent. Besides automating the recruiting process, the solution delivers insights to 
help AkzoNobel continuously improve talent acquisition efficiency and effectiveness.

SGS
SGS is a global leader in testing, inspection, and certification. Oracle HCM Cloud is 
transforming the business. For example, the process of onboarding staff used to take one 
week—now it takes half a day: A significant difference when up to 15,000 employees may be 
onboarded in a given year. Staff also now have direct impact on their learning, their activities, 
and their career. Equally, managers have direct access to candidates.

Samuel, Son & Co.
Samuel, Son & Co. is an Ontario-based metals processor and distributor with annual sales of 
$CA3.7 billion. The company is replacing 13 HR and payroll systems with Oracle HCM Cloud. 
The cloud not only slashes deployment time, it also allows the company’s small IT shop to 
jettison time-consuming and costly maintenance while keeping applications up to date.  The 
solution puts more decisions into the hands of employees and rich analytics are available on 
topics ranging from performance and attrition to productivity and attendance.

Polycab Wires Pvt., Ltd. 
Polycab Wires is the largest and fastest-growing wire and cable manufacturer in India, with over 
US$770 million in revenue. Polycab Wires has enhanced employee data integrity and generated 
HR reports 2x more quickly using Oracle HCM Cloud. The company can automatically integrate 
employee data from multiple data sources across factories, and deliver a complete view of role 
structures across the organisation. Productivity per employee has increased to US$146,174 
annually and labour costs have been reduced by providing employees with self-service 
capabilities and allowing HR to focus on more strategic roles.

Overhead Door Corporation
Overhead Door Corporation is a leading manufacturer of doors and openers. Oracle HCM 
Cloud has enabled the company’s HR department to become a strategic business partner by 
automating core processes and creating a single source for all HR data across the enterprise. 
Self-service capabilities enable employees to instantly view, access, and update core HR 
information 24/7 from any device. The HCM solution has also improved efficiency in managing a 
complex workforce and payroll structure that spans 30 states and multiple door manufacturing 
facilities.
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Drawing it all together
As the workforce becomes the key competitive differentiator in 
the global knowledge economy, HR has a unique opportunity 
to transform from a purely administrative function to an active 
business partner shaping future strategy.

To enable this, HR urgently needs the support of modern 
software tools for talent acquisition, talent management, and 
intelligent workforce management. Legacy HR systems from a 
previous era are unable to provide the required functionality, and 
upgrading them to newer versions is a long and costly exercise 
that will likely still not deliver the tools and intelligence that HR 
desperately needs. The answer is simple: decouple your HR 
system from your legacy ERP environment and energise your 
digital workforce. 
  
A cloud-based HR platform meets the needs of the modern, 
strategic HR function, offering ease of use, rapid deployment, 
and complete, adaptive functionality to help the organisation 
capitalise on new business opportunities, develop a world-class 
workforce, and win the global war for talent.
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